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FOREWORD

Analyses of somewhat "far-out" publications are designed to stimulate the total education community to a reading of provocative books. Such reading can be informative in itself and can create a mind-set toward openness, experimentation, and relevancy. In publishing this bibliography, the clearinghouse does not advocate positions taken by authors whose works are cited. Our advocacy is for reading and thinking, for mind stretching to attain the best possible education for American children and youth.

It is appropriate to acknowledge the cooperation and encouragement of the former Clearinghouse on Adult Education, and its director, Stanley Grabowski, who provided some technical assistance.

This clearinghouse plans to publish later a document entitled Analysis of Radical Proposals for American Education. Plans for its content include analyses of several "radical proposals" and interpretations of what implementation would imply for educational personnel development.

You may do further research on this topic by checking issues of Research in Education (RIE) and Current Index to Journals in Education (CIJE). Both RIE and CIJE use the same descriptors (index terms). Documents in RIE are listed in blocks according to the clearinghouse code letters which processed them, beginning with the ERIC Clearinghouse on Career Education (CE) and ending with the ERIC Clearinghouse on the Disadvantaged (UD). The clearinghouse code letters, which are listed at the beginning of RIE, appear opposite the ED number at the beginning of each entry. "SP" (School Personnel) designates documents processed by the ERIC Clearinghouse on Teacher Education.

In addition to using the ERIC Thesaurus, RIE, CIJE, and various ERIC indexes, you will find it helpful to be placed on the mailing list of the ERIC clearinghouses which are likely to abstract and index as well as develop publications pertinent to your needs and interests.

For readers uncertain how to use ERIC capabilities effectively, we recommend the following materials which are available in microfiche and xerographic, or "hard," copy through the ERIC Document Reproduction Service: (a) How To Conduct a Search Through ERIC, ED 036 499, microfiche $.65; hardcopy $3.29; (b) Instructional Materials on Educational Resources Information Center (ERIC). Part Two. Information Sheets on ERIC, ED 043 580, microfiche $.65; hardcopy $3.29. Item "b" is available as a complimentary item, while the supply lasts, from this clearinghouse. The last page of this publication is an "ERIC Order Blank" which gives instructions for ordering materials and can be used for ordering.

--Joel L. Burdin
Director

April 1974
PREFACE

The purpose of this publication is to help those interested in exploring further the views of Ivan Illich and Everett Reimer on schools, by presenting information leading to materials which make significant reference to those views. It is offered in three parts: a) a reprint of an article drawing some conclusions from, and providing a key to many of the more important items in, an earlier draft of this bibliography; b) a partial listing of the writings of Illich and Reimer, upon which the comments in the main bibliography are based.

"The Visible Dissenters," completed in the fall of 1972, appeared in volume 3, number 4 (1972) of Educational Studies, the journal of the American Educational Studies Association. Since its acceptance for publication there have been several developments which should be noted when reading it: a) Illich's book tentatively entitled Retooling Society has been published as Tools for Conviviality; b) the bibliography in hand, noted in "The Visible Dissenters," now contains references to 691 books, articles, papers, book reviews, broadcast scripts, and tapes; c) there are now 83 references to the Illich-Reimer theses from the British Isles, as well as 52 in French, 145 in German, and 27 in other languages; d) all the materials listed as forthcoming have appeared except for Reimer's new work, which he is revising from a first draft, and Bereiter's book Must We Educate?, which is now scheduled for publication in January 1974. The bibliography for "The Visible Dissenters" has been incorporated into this publication.

The brief bibliography of Illich's and Reimer's efforts makes no pretense at completeness. Both men have been so generous and offhand with requests for reprint rights that it is impossible to trace them all. They have also written material on request for so many groups that it would take an immense effort to locate them. The translations of their books and articles continue to proliferate. Moreover, some of their writings on unrelated topics have been deliberately omitted to conserve space. What this section does attempt to accomplish is to make it possible for the reader to discover the direction of the explorations of Illich and Reimer on the subject of schooling and closely related issues. It has been maintained by some, for instance, that Illich has "lost interest" in education. Those maintaining that position should note that in his latest book in English (Tools for Conviviality) there are references to that theme on 51 of the 117 pages of text.

"Comments on the Illich-Reimer Deschooling Theses" now contains viewpoints by 570 different authors writing in 71 books and 351 journals, magazines, or newspapers appearing in 30 countries. But it is far from complete. The resources have just not been available to conduct a thorough search of possible sources, especially foreign ones. Incidentally, note should be made that lack of resources also precluded insertion of diacritical marks, accents, etc. for foreign languages.
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ABSTRACT

The purpose of this bibliography is stated as follows: to help those interested in exploring further the views of Ivan Illich and Everett Reimer on schools by presenting information leading to materials which make significant reference to those views. It is divided into three parts: a) a reprint of an article which discusses the influence of Illich and Reimer and comments briefly on the books written about them and their ideas; b) a partial listing of the writings of Illich and Reimer, which are commented on in c) the books and articles listed in the main bibliography. The latter cites 570 different authors writing in 71 books and 351 journals, magazines, and newspapers issued in 30 countries. There are 83 references from the British Isles, 52 in French, 145 in German, and 27 in other languages. (JA)
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- School Systems
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THE VISIBLE DISSENTERS

by

John Ohliger

The purpose of this paper is to facilitate the examination of some questions pertaining to the "visibility" or "invisibility" of recent radical educational critics, primarily two of the most recent and controversial ones. Lucas, in "The Invisible Dissenters" (1971) which appeared in this journal, reviewed the writings of Friedenberg, Goodman, Holt, Kohl, Kozol, Postman, et al. and concluded: "Although these so-called neo-progressivists or neo-romantic radicals have been attacking the schools loudly for the better part of a decade, so far there is little to suggest the educational power complex is listening or taking them seriously....The regular Establishment finds its latest detractors literally incomprehensible. They have been ignored, dismissed, and thereby rendered invisible....The new critics deserve a far better fate."

This essay contends that since the appearance of the work of two men, Ivan Illich and Everett Reimer, not mentioned in the Lucas article, educational radicals are no longer ignored or dismissed by "the educational power complex." The books of Illich, Deschooling Society (1971), and Reimer, School is Dead (1971), are similar, though not identical, in content. Illich and Reimer worked together on their schooling views for thirteen years starting in 1958.

The ideas of these men, and of most of those reviewed in the Lucas article, are now being intensely discussed, explored, and debated. Whether their proposals are being put into practice is, of course, a different issue. We are not dealing here with the question of long range influence or effectiveness. But the point is that the radical critics are now being "taken seriously," a necessary first step. Evidence for these conclusions will be drawn, in part, from items in Ohliger's Bibliography of Comments on the Illich-Reimer Deschooling Theses (1973) which contains references to over 500 books, articles, papers, and book reviews.

One viewpoint can be summed up in a statement by Rosen of the Institute of Public Administration in Postman et al., "Illich: Pro and Con" (1972): "More than a decade of work....gave Illich credentials that make it difficult not to take him seriously. Celebrity notwithstanding, his position needs to be dealt with rather than dismissed. This is not to say that Illich always hits the target; he does not. But he is on target or close to it enough to merit respect." The same can be said of Reimer, whose research and writing is supported by the Ford Foundation. The attention paid to the radical criticism of Illich and Reimer focuses also on others of similar mind. At least 60 books and ERIC documents by such critics have appeared since 1970 (when Illich and Reimer began publishing their views extensively), as Poli discovered when working on Alternative Schools: An Annotated Bibliography (1973).

Probably the first indication that the radical viewpoints were becoming visible appeared in an article by Fischer, president of Teachers College, titled "Who Needs Schools?" (1970), where he stated: "The issue whether schools
should be publicly or privately controlled, competitive or monopolistic, is overshadowed, however, by a prior and more basic question: Are they necessary? The radical question must be raised for it deserves a well-considered response."

Fischer wrote in a letter that Illich's article, "Why We Must Abolish Schooling" (1970), was "probably the clearest published statement [of the] extremist critics" he referred to in his article. Later, he expanded his analysis in "Public Education Reconsidered" (1972) in which he said, "Outrageous though the idea seems, deschooling deserves examination." The first book to appear in English, which started the attempt to tie in the Illich-Reimer theses with those of some of the "neo-romantics" mentioned in the Lucas essay, was a compilation of previously published articles by others edited by Gotz called No Schools (1971). Next, the eminently respectable National Society for the Study of Education commissioned Farewell to Schools? (1971) edited by Levine and Havighurst. The editors combined excerpts from the writings of Illich, Reimer, Bereiter, and Goodman with original responses to them by other educators.

Many of the standard educational journals have now published materials with substantial reference to the Illich-Reimer views. These include The American School Board Journal, The Journal of Higher Education, Change, The International Review of Education, Comparative Education Review, Educational Studies, Education U.S.A., and Teachers College Record. The Phi Delta Kappan has carried at least six such items, one of the most recent being a "Guest Editorial" by Snyder, a professor of educational foundations, titled "What is Ivan Illich Talking About?" (1972). Of the two pieces in The Harvard Educational Review, the latest is a lengthy article by Gintis called "Towards a Political Economy of Education: A Radical Critique of Ivan Illich's Deschooling Society" (1972). In the magazine School Management, Beckler wrote "Illich's Attack on Formal Schooling Echoes in Congress" (1971), in which he noted that Senator Mark O. Hatfield had inserted a Saturday Review article by Illich summarizing his views into the Congressional Record. Beckler concluded: "In almost any town, newspapers, TV panel shows and street corner conversations feature similar themes as the blows fall faster and heavier on the country's education system." A special 96 page issue of the Ontario Institute for Studies in Education journal Interchange was devoted to a presentation of Reimer's views of "Alternatives in Education" (1971), along with comments on them by professors of education and educational bureaucrats from the United States, Canada, and Ghana. A worthwhile feature of this special issue is that Reimer was provided an opportunity to reply at length to those commenting on his views.

Illich and Reimer have consistently maintained that schooling is a worldwide phenomenon which is basically the same in all countries. The attention their writings have received in other countries adds evidence to their contention. Reimer's book was published in England simultaneously with its American debut. Additional foreign publication has now been
arranged in French, German, Italian, Danish, Dutch, Spanish, and Kanada (an Indian language). Illich's book has already appeared, or is about to come out, in England, France, Germany, Italy, Japan, and Denmark. In the above mentioned Bibliography (Ohliger, 1973), there are 48 references to the Illich-Reimer theses from the British Isles, as well as 35 in French and 90 in German. The large number of items in German is partly accounted for by reviews of a book on their positions which was published in Germany before either of their books came out in the United States. This is Hentig's Cuernavaca oder: Alternativen zur Schule? (1971). Another book on the same topic has just come out in Germany: Luning's Schadet die Schule unsere Kinder (1972). Illich feels that one of the best books on the topic is one which has just gone into its third printing in Norway. Christje, a Norwegian sociologist, has written Hvis Skolen Ikke Fantea (If the Schools Did Not Exist, 1971). Illich and Reimer have made speeches, attended conferences, and met with educational leaders at their request, in many countries on all the continents. Illich has addressed national conventions of the American Association for Higher Education and the American Educational Research Association in this country and similar groups in other countries.

Though some observers believe the views of Reimer and Illich have drawn even greater attention in Europe than in the United States, Riesman in "The Academic Depression" (1972) notes that young officials from ministries of education in Germany, Sweden, and the Netherlands who came to the U.S. "looking to American mass education as a model [instead] find a blast of cynicism about what good education does, a growing interest in Ivan Illich's concept of 'deschooling', much as if a rich man should tell a poor man, 'Why do you want my ulcers?''

Despite the belief of Reimer and Illich that their tentative proposals for a series of networks to replace schools would only be meaningful in a society that does not yet exist, many people throughout this country are attempting to create "learning exchanges" or "free learning projects." Detzel, who is the subject of an article on his setting up of a successful exchange in the Chicago area (see Roper's "Three Ways to Get Something Done," 1972), reports that these networks have been established in at least 131 U.S. communities. The most obvious published example of attempts to facilitate the "free learning projects" is a book edited by Wurman called Yellow Pages of Learning Resources (1972). The title and approach are based on terms and suggestions from Reimer.

At least seven books on education published in 1971 or 1972 have made positive incidental references to statements by Reimer or Illich, perhaps because of their ability to pinpoint a concept in a sharp, quotable phrase or sentence. A good example is Inequality (1972) by Jencks et al. Those authors believe that Illich's perception that "many people view schools as secular churches...helps explain why schools are so often disagreeable: one cannot abolish original sin through self-indulgence. It also helps
explain why educators' claims for the schools are so often extravagant: a religion which promises anything less than salvation wins few converts."

There is even the possibility that "deschooling," the term Illich coined, is passing into the common language. Establishment speakers now seem to be taking the term as a point of departure without specific reference to Illich or Reimer. For instance, see Drucker's article "School Around the Bend" (1972) in which he begins, without reference to Illich, "People even talk of deschooling America, and foresee a future in which there will be no school at all. This is not going to happen." Also a San Francisco publisher has brought out three "Deschool Primers", one of which is Jones's Your City Has Been Kidnapped (1972).

Not all or even most of the attention paid to their theses by the educators-in-power has been positive. Reimer and especially Illich have been called many names, including: wild, mad, a fraud, a devil, manipulative, medieval thinker, impractical dreamer, vicious, dangerous, naive, and "proponent of last year's radical chic." A vitriolic attack came from Hook, the prominent Establishmentarian, in "Illich's Deschooled Utopia" (1972). Hook is disturbed that "Illich's views seem to have won the endorsement of some officials of educational institutes who purvey advice for liberal fees to the school systems of the nation." Hook himself dismisses Illich's approach as "absurd extremism" and characterizes him as one of those "contemporary reactionaries of the new Left."

The intensity of the reaction to the Illich-Reimer proposals has stimulated interest in their personal backgrounds. Gray devoted about one-third of her book Divine Disobedience (1970) to a biography of Illich. Ohliger and McCarthy in Lifelong Learning or Lifelong Schooling? (1971) give references to many other items with biographical data; and Ohliger's paper The Xenophile and the Disenchanted Bureaucrat (1972) contains some otherwise unpublished material on Reimer's life.

There are a number of books now in various stages of completion which will, to a significant extent, deal with, build on, or criticize the Illich-Reimer views. These include: Bereiter's Must We Educate? (1973) Educational Reconstruction:Promise and Challenge (1973) edited by Shimahara, an anthology of 18 authors' original papers with those by Brameld, Greene, and Shimahara including comments on deschooling; a Harper and Row book to be published in conjunction with the journal Social Policy, which will include the critiques of the Illich theses by Postman, Gross, Fairfield, Rosen, Jerome, Greene, and Pearl as originally published in "Illich: Pro and Con" (1972); and Pratte's The Public School Movement: A Critical Study (1973).

Since the publication of their two books in 1971, Illich and Reimer have both moved on to broader views, not only of the implications of their theses about schools (e.g., Illich's self-critical "The Alternative to Schooling" [1971] and his prophetic "After Deschooling, What?" [1971]), but
of the implications of their own value positions for all of social life. Illich is at work on a book dealing with his concept of "upper limits" tentatively titled Retooling Society (1973), some flavor of which can be gleaned from "Education: A Consumer Commodity and a Pseudo-Religion" (1971). Reimer is now writing a book presenting a proposal for what he calls "a realistic utopia" with a discussion of the means for getting there.

Why have Reimer and Illich succeeded where others may have failed in drawing broad attention to their radical views? It may be that most of the others wrote in anecdotal or segmental modes as opposed to theoretical ones. It may be that they are simply riding the crest of the wave of the "crisis in schooling." Lucas wrote in his essay: "It has become painfully obvious that today's more militant educational critics are unwilling to settle for institutional melioration; nothing less than the complete scrapping of the whole structural edifice--from kindergarten to graduate school--will suffice." But it appears that Illich and Reimer were the first to argue for "the complete scrapping of the whole structural edifice" within a broad socio-political theoretical framework and in very systematic, attention-getting, provocative, and prophetic ways. Their approach seems the most important reason why their theses have drawn great attention.

The work of Illich and Reimer has helped to get the concern of the educational Establishment focused on radical criticism, but in doing so the major goal of their approach may well be missed. These men along with their colleague and friend, Paulo Freire (author of Pedagogy of the Oppressed [1970]), who is not a deschooler), are calling for a humanistic revolution, which along with other sweeping changes would remove from power the present educational Establishment itself. Put in other terms, they are opting for new avenues of political and cultural action which should result in a completely different range of meanings for the very concept of learning.

Illich, Freire, and Reimer's own work, published and in progress; Holt's new book Freedom and Beyond (1972), much of which is devoted to a defense of deschooling; Spring's Education and the Rise of the Corporate State (1972) with a foreword by Illich; and Marin's recent article "The Free School Non-Movement" (1972) raise a host of basic questions. Such issues simply cannot be dealt with through a view that sees the educational power complex as yielding to a new well-worked-out set of alternatives within the present economic-political-social structure. They can only be dealt with through an overarching revolutionary viewpoint.
BRIEF BIBLIOGRAPHY OF WORKS BY EVERETT REIMER AND IVAN ILLICH

prepared with

David Gueuletto

Papers arising mainly from Reimer's work with the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico and the United States State Department Alliance for Progress. From the introduction: "Education, in the broad sense of human development, is a unifying theme of all the papers. In the later ones the role of the school, as the central educational institution of the society, comes to the fore."

---


"La Educacion Descarriada II." Gallo [San Juan], 1, no. 2 (October 1969): 17-22. Reprinted as CIDOC Documenta 69/198.


Lectures delivered to Yale University Divinity School, 16-18 February 1970. Basis for three articles in New York Review of Books (See below).


Interchange article and Reimer's response to other comments on it abstracted as EJ 040 587 and EJ 040 594. For these comments see Bereiter, Blege, Foster, Livingstone, Pitman, and St. John entries in bibliography of comments below.

"The Impact of Educational Accounts on Junior Colleges."
Junior College Research Review, 6, no. 1 (September 1971), 4 pp. ED 052 772.


to John Ohliger. 9 February 1972. 6pp.

Formed much of the basis for paper by Ohliger "The Xenophile and the Disenchanted Bureaucrat" (See bibliography of comments below).


WORKS BY IVAN ILLICH

Through Deschooling Society

Illich, Ivan. "Graduation Address to the Senior Class of the Agriculture and Mechanical Arts High School, Mayaguez, Puerto Rico." Horizons [Ponce, Puerto Rico], October 1959, pp. 58-64.


"The Futility of Schooling in Latin America." Saturday Review, 20 April 1968, pp. 57-59. Reprinted in Celebration of Awareness (See below); as "Impotencia de la Escuela en America Latina," Letras de Panama, February
Eight essays, most of which appear in similar form elsewhere, gathered for the Spring 1971 CIDOC seminar, "Alternatives in Education."


Following Deschooling Society: School and Education as Paradigm


The Breakdown of Schools. CIDOC Cuaderno no. 1016. Cuernavaca, Mex.: CIDOC, 1971. 148 pp. Reprints of this article with original title: New World Outlook, October 1971, pp. 32-37; Interchange [Canada], 2, no. 4 (1971): 1-10, EJ 057 344; Revista de Ciencias de la Educacion [Argentina], April 1972, pp. 3-16; Journal of Research and Development in Education, Spring 1972, EJ 060 044; Philippine Studies [Manila], 20, no. 3 (1972); and Journal of Social

This book mainly contains the original articles that were revised for publication as Deschooling Society. It also marks the first publication of "The Breakdown of Schools: A Problem or a Symptom?"


Following *Deschooling Society*: Other Institutions as Paradigms

Illich, Ivan, and Valentina Borremans. "La necesidad de un techo comun; el control social de la tecnologia." *CIDOC Documenta* I/V 71/4, September 1971, pp. 4/1-4/3.


BIBLIOGRAPHY OF COMMENTS ON THE ILLICH-REIMER DESCHOOLING THESES
KEY TO ABBREVIATIONS

(B) - From list of reviews sent by Marion Boyars of Calder and Boyars, London, Illich's British publishers.

(C) - Review of Hentig's Cuernavaca--oder: Alternativen zur Schule? as sent in a list prepared by Professor Hentig's associates.

(CA) - Review of, or extended comment on, Illich's Celebration of Awareness, with reference to schooling.

(CI) - Same as (C) but includes a review of Illich, according to the list prepared by Professor Hentig's associates.

(DS) - Review of, or extended comment on, Illich's Deschooling Society.

(FB) - Review of Holt's Freedom and Beyond with reference to deschooling.

(O) - Unspecified, general, or variously referenced comments on deschooling, related concepts, or activities.

(SID) - Review of, or extended comment on, Reimer's School Is Dead or earlier drafts of book.

(TC) - Review of, or reference to, Illich's Tools for Conviviality or early drafts of book, with comments on deschooling.
COMMENT IN ENGLISH LANGUAGE


Includes a three-page summary of a discussion following a talk by Illich.


Brief references.


Brief references on p. 356.


Includes question period after talk by Illich.


Brief references.


Brief references.


"Beyond 'Deschooling'." _Manas_, 30 June 1971, p. 4.


Blin, Michael L. _Young Children_, December 1971, pp. 120 & 122.


Parallel translation in English and German.

Carbonaro, August. August 1971.


Brief reference.


Burdin, Joel. Review of *Farewell to Schools,* *Phi Delta Kappan,* May 1972, pp. 593-94.

Chapter on *The Deschooling of Society.*


Calkins, Judson W. "Different Slant on Development." St. Louis Post Dispatch, 10 February 1970, pp. 1C & 7C.

Cantor, Elliot. "Ex-Priest Says Our School System is Lousy--Wants to Abolish It Entirely." National Chronicle Star [New York City], n.d.

Capaldi, G. Clergy Review, April 1973, p. 316.


Brief references.


Catansveldt Roodrunner, no. 30 (n.d.).


Excerpt from a center conference, which included Illich and Reimer, held 19-20 November 1970.


Brief references.


Brief references.


Cultural Information Service, August 1971, pp. 16-17.


Cultural Information Service, August 1971, pp. 16-17.


Review of five books by Catholics.


Cultural Information Service, August 1971, pp. 16-17.


Deedy, John. The Critic, September-October 1971, p. 84.


"Deschooling Society." Times of India [Delhi], 24 November 1972.


Dietrich, Jeff. Catholic Agitator, June-July 1971, p.5.


---


---

Brief reference in a story about Mortimer Smith.

---


---

Brief reference.

---


---


---


---


"The Four 'Networks'." Manas, 10 November 1971, p. 5.


On the second day, Freire responded to questions on his views of deschooling.

Frese, Hermann H. "Permanent Education--Dream or Nightmare." Education and Culture [Council of Europe], no. 19 (Summer 1972), pp. 9-13.


Part of a review of a book by a different author.


"Custom-made book of readings prepared for the courses taught by the editor."


Brief references.


Many references, including bibliographic.


Brief references.


_________. In *Saturday Review,* 16 October 1971, pp. 88-89. Reprinted in *After Deschooling, What?*, edited by Alan Gartner and others (See above).


--. In Life, 23 April 1971.

Brief reference.


Compares Illich and Brameld.


Haddon, P. "Ivan Illich, Or One Foot in the Future." Month [London], April 1973, pp. 143-46.
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